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ABSTRACT 

BMT Alfa Dinar is a company engaged in the field of syariah financial institutions 
that serve deposits, loans, and deposits based on sharia. BMT Alfa Dinar was 
established on June 1, 2003 by activist mosque and economic activist of Islam in 
Karanganyar Regency. In addition to serving deposits, loans, and mudaraba, BMT 
Alfa Dinar also serve ta’awun gathering and also serve gold sales. For ta’awun 
gathering is done by members BMT Alfa Dinar with a deposit of Rp. 100.000, - every 
month. After all members of the ta’awun gathering make a deposit will be done 
drawing arisan. Cash sales may be made by non-members or non-savings members 
in BMT Alfa Dinar, but for credit sales may only be made by members who have 
savings in BMT Alfa Dinar, because if on due date the installment payment arrives 
and the member has not made any installments then members may choose to pay 
in cash or deducted from members' savings to pay gold installments. In BMT Alfa 
Dinar all transactions have been done computerized, while for the sale of gold and 
ta’awun gathering done manually by storing the gold purchase note which will be 
used as the determination of the selling price, it will be problematic if the purchase 
note is lost because the employee will have difficulty in determine the selling price. 
Transaction ta’awun gathering done by members who have made the deposit will 
be recorded in the arisan book held by members of the arisan, it will also be 
problematic if the ta’awun gathering book lost because the employee will have 
trouble knowing whether the member has made the deposit or not. These problems 
can be overcome by the creation of applications that can handle the sale of gold 
and ta’awun. The application of gold sales and ta’awun gathering is made with the 
purpose of assisting employees in managing member data, handling sales 
transactions and ta’awun arisan, producing accounting reports and records. Tools 
used to create applications that is by using database MySql, codeigniter, and php 
programming language. This application can facilitate pagawai in making sales 
transactions and social gathering ta’awun, facilitate employees in handling gold 
installment transactions for credit sales. 
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